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About This Game

Zvezda is a 3D space combat simulation. It is inspired by games such as Wing Commander, Freespace, X-Wing...

You are a pilot of space fighter, a small but destructive space ship, fully armed with plasma guns and missiles. Your carrier,
Zvezda is cut behind enemy lines and through ten missions, you and your team try to strike back at merciless enemy.

Missions consist of defending your carrier, flying reconnaissance missions and destroying enemy capital ships.

Typical mission starts with briefing, where you will learn about mission. Than you will take off from carrier and will then
navigate (hyper jump) from waypoint to waypoint. At each way point, you are expected to clear enemy presence and defend our

capital ships. Typically, you will fly with a group of wingmen.

Games is best to be played with a joystick, since game is quite demanding, at least at high difficulty. Joystick adds much fun
into gameplay. It is strictly single player, with emphasis on flying and fighting and not on trading, building or strategy.

Game uses AUTOCENTER so it automatically tracks enemies - if you don't have a joystick, this is a must!

Game has just been upgraded:
- many bug fixes

- two fighters to choose from
- gameplay, fights
- added missiles

- improved campaign
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Default keys:

 M- missile

Left ctrl - guns

J - jump

C - communications

T - target enemy

F - target friendly

W,S - throttle ( or joystick throttle)

Tab - turbo (or mouse wheel or joystick throttle)

Arrow keys - rotate (or mouse or joystick)

space - center on target
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Title: Starship Zvezda
Genre: Action, Indie, Simulation
Developer:
Ivan Bolcina
Publisher:
Ivan Bolcina
Release Date: 22 Apr, 2019

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 10

Processor: i5

Memory: 8000 MB RAM

Graphics: Nvidia 750Ti

Storage: 2 GB available space

Additional Notes: Best played with joystick

English
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[Notice] SOF Unity Event Issue:

Greetings SOF community !. Update 19. November:
- Party matchmaking Version 1 - queue with up to 4 friends on your team (only normal matches so far)
- Added animated videos to all tutorial courses
- Added Steam trading cards, backgrounds, emoticons, badges
- See ingame which matchmaking position you have at the start of the match
- 3v3 matches give 3x more XP than before
- Fixed: Don't see matchmaking progress when spectating a practice server
- Visual improvements to Pitch, Smallpitch, Beach, Moon
- Fixed: crash after match due to over-zealous server list cleanup (many thanks to those who reported this)
- Fixed: players joining matches as spectator
- Fixed: matchmaking queue progress bar did not reduce if players left
- You can minimize modal windows (matchmaking, party...) with a doubleclick
- Minor text fixes
- Treat players with low number of reviews as new so they cannot be banned from the chat with 1 negative review. Whats
Next? - 1.2:
The next update will not be for a few weeks, but just letting you all know The Life Of Greather is still being worked on.

As it stands now the next update will contain the following -

- Save/load feature
- Improved Npc's, responses from being attacked etc
- Optimization
- Ambience (audio) across all of the world

Its very possible it will contain more, but this is just as it stands at this exact moment.
.  Rampage Knights launches tomorrow!:
It's just one day before Rampage Knights will be available on Steam!

Full price of the Early Access version will be $9.99.
Double pack will be available for $14.99.
We will have 10% launch discount.

Let us know what you think about the game on the project discussion page!

Rake in Grass. Irony Curtain's Revolutionary Update #1:
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Comrades!

Thank you for purchasing the Irony Curtain: From Matryoshka with Love! We hope that your journey to the bestest country in
the world was as great as babushka’s compot! If so, leave as a Steam Review – for the glory of Matryoshka!

This is the first of a few updates to Irony Curtain. We are aware that Western Spies have planted some bugs here and there,
but our special antispy forces are ready to eliminate them once and for all!

That’s why we’re presenting you the official Revolutionary Update with some fixes and polishes, including:

 fixed a few active area points for better cursor feedback;

 fixed a blocking bug that could occur when exiting the Floor Run minigame while Evan is still running;

 fixed sound timing for two final cutscenes;

 fixed errors and typos in the German version of the game;

 made The Butcher's line of business more obvious.

As you might have noticed, the premiere build is missing manual save slots. We’ve found that there is a possibility that reloading
the manual save might fail to call all of the proper actions and changes on a scene, which can cause errors. Since those errors
might be game blocking in specific cases, we decided to turn this feature off and only bring it back when we are 300% sure that
it works properly. Hopefully, this happens very very soon.

Don’t forget to spread the love for the bestest country in the world on your social media, using #IronyCurtain hashtag. You can
also reach us on Irony Curtain’s Steam Forum.

https://store.steampowered.com/app/866190/Irony_Curtain_From_Matryoshka_with_Love/. [Weekend special] 40% off
Premium licenses for 30 and 90 days! Credit bonuses!:
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Pilots, the weekend begins! Time to prepare your fleet for new victories!

Weekend special offer:

 40% off Premium licenses for 30 and 90 days

 +50% credits in battles

 x3 first victory bonus

We remind you that a Premium license grants all pilots greater rewards for each battle. And when the battle ends, pilots with
premium licenses have two additional trophy search attempts, which means that the chances of getting new and unique
equipment increase!

The license allows pilots to receive a greater reward:

 +100% to credit gain;

 +50% to experience gain;

 +50% to monocrystals from missions;

 +50% to xenocrystals from contracts;

 +2 post-battle trophy search attempts.

Boost your fleet! Let's win together!

Yours truly,
Star Conflict Team. [UPDATE]: Basic multiplayer added to HB14:
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It's been a long time coming so we're excited to announce that with this update multiplayer has been added to HB14. Although
the new version runs smoother and has more possibilities than HB13 multiplayer it is still pretty experimental so bugs may and
probably will occur.

The update will allow you to meet up with friends and host LAN/online servers. We really look forward towards seeing you guys
in multiplayer and would like to thank everyone who has been helping us to improve the game so far.

[i.imgur.com]

Joining a server. Indie Game Picks Review!:
https://indiegamepicks.wordpress.com/2019/03/05/theseus-journey-to-athens/

Indie Game Picks, a curator and also an indie games review site and twitter handle, has reviewed Theseus: Journey to Athens!

Here's the review, it seems they enjoyed it:

Theseus: Journey to Athens

Developer: Antiquity Studio
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Publisher: Antiquity Studio
Release: 2019
Genre: Adventure/RPG
Art Style: 3D / Drawing
Platforms: Steam/itch.io

Are you a fan of ancient Greek mythology, with heroes, monsters and bickering gods? How about choose-your-own-
adventure games with different options and outcomes? If yes, then Theseus: Journey to Athens is a game you should
check out.

It was created by Antiquity Studio, a US based dev consisting of a single person, Adam Delderfield, a criminal
prosecutor who in his spare time creates video games based on ancient texts. The artwork and music were contracted to
Klaudia Jankowska and Michael Landers respectively.

(Image on site)
In Theseus: Journey to Athens, you play as the aforementioned mythological hero, before his trip to Crete and the widely
know story of the Maze and the Minotaur. You start in his home village of Troezen and you follow his adventures
towards Athens. The story is heavily rooted in classical texts like Pausanias’ Guide to Greece, Plutarch’s Life of Theseus,
Apollodorus’ Bibliotheca, and shorter works and fragments such as those of Bacchylides.

The game has three different aspects, exploring, decision making and combat. First of all, the exploration. This is mainly
done in classic top-down RPG mode, like the Infinity engine classics. During this you can visit different areas and start
conversations with NPCs. The graphics are old-school, but do their job. The only problem was that the walking
animation is a bit weird, but, with only one man at the helm, it doesn’t really matter to me.

(Image on site)

The second part, the decision making, is where the game truly shines for me. When you enter this mode, the screen fills
with text, along with an image. The events are well written and, while a bit simplistic in nature, they can affect your
playthrough, even to the point of an early game over screen! Have to say that, I originally thought it would be just the
city of Troezen, which I finished in 20 minutes or so, but later on I realised I did wrong choices and just died before
reaching the next stage! Keep that in mind, because after each section, you get a screen about how your options changed
things and that might make you think that the game ended.

The third part I would say is also the weakest, combat. It is classic turn-based combat with some skills available. There
are no animations available, and it is pretty simplistic, while some of the battles should be solved via an event rather than
direct combat. However, it has its purpose, providing a layer of strategy and confrontation in an otherwise text-only title.

(Image on site)

All in all, this is an interesting title, complemented with good writing, beautiful artwork and cool music, along with a
really low price (less than 10 EUR). Fans of choose-your-own-adventures and ancient Greek mythology should definitely
check it out.

Direct Link to Review.[indiegamepicks.wordpress.com]. The Empire Designer:
The April Update #3 has been released. It comes with the Empire Designer (aka race designer). You can create your own
empire with a custom emblem, select bonuses, AI and ships appearance. I will keep adding more choices and emblems in future
versions.
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